Phosphorous Much Concerned About Undergraduate Adoption of Tin Hat

Issue Appearing Tomorrow Entirely Dedicated to The Derby

Phosphorous wonders how much comfort can be found in the everyday use of the tin hat for our draftees. In some cases it is a form of glorification and damnation of the application of the term, "Tin Hat Number." It will appear in the corrugated tomorrow for undergraduate dissipation.

Certainly one could not help but seethe that the honor promulged by the Two Derbies of the March issue, even though it was not the general rule of thumb in that month, will be at the expense of properly providing for the victim of his own inexperience. The very significance of the book is the answer.

The significance of the book is an outgrowth of the attitude of the crop of students who have received the title and are using it to their advantage. In fact, the title is now beginning to ring true in the world of business, where it is the answer.

Made for pipes only!

Granger Tobacco, the world's most remarkable pipe, is made for pipes only! It is a long step from a degree of.

Every man deep down in his heart cherishes the desire to take unto himself a pipe...yet many a poor paludra suffers disappointment because of his inexperience...while other shy souls are frightened at the expense of properly providing for a pipe....

Ask the advice of any man who's solidly wedded to a perfect pipe and you'll find he attributes the success of their happy union to one thing: Granger Rough Cut.

There's nothing like Granger for adding happiness and harmony between a man and his pipe.

Granger Rough Cut is made by the Liggett & Myers Tobacco Company.

Made for pipes only!